The community is driven by the concept of
commons, a civic economy based on acts of sharing,
redistributing and re-shaping the available resources.
This civic enterprise has as primary values:
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1’000 watts p/day
100% re-use, re-cycle
Living better while using less

Transportation

No car
Public Transport
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Food Depot
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Vegetables and Herbs
Eggs
Cereals
Potatoes
Fuit
Meat
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Food

Consumption of the
Local Products

LIECHTENSTEIN
BENEFITS

COMMUNITY
BENEFITS

Adressing existing Issues
Developing a new local identity

Well being based on
the commons

85ha

25m2

Space Awareness
Sharing against soil consumption

1’030m2

Transparency
Communication
Cooperation
Democracy
Modularity
Decoupling capacity
Decentralization
Relocalization
Ecological design
Adapted Size
Cognitive Diversity
Graduated Commitment
Belonging

Work Awareness
Cooperation

Shared Knowledge

Money Stays Local

Transportation Awareness
Less traffic jams, less waste of time

11 kg/week
20%

Farming
Services

Resident Permit

REGENERATIVE.LI

Liechtenstein is a country with a very restrictive residential access. Nevertheless
33.7% of the labour force is filled by foreigners. Thus, there is an impressive number
of people who want to live in the country but are not allowed to. This given context
degenerates Liechtensteins environment. Massive commuting is only the worst
example for this. The proposed Green Card Community project approaches this
reality through the creation of a new community model, based on regenerative
practices that shape the way of living of its members and concludes with the grant of a
specific resident permit. These regenerative practices are based on food production,
reduction of energy and space consumption and communal life.

Over the past three years students participating the course Regenerative Environments had a close look at the Alpenrhein Valley focusing on Liechtenstein and its
surroundings. Aiming at the design of integrated approaches for sustainable, regenerative environments, a broad variety of topics have been discussed, wrought
and finally distilled into project proposals that could contribute to render Liechtenstein more regenerative. The topics range from habitation, commercial or mixed use
to infrastructure, mobility, renewable energy production and supply, agriculture,
forestry, biodiversity, carbon sequestration and water resource management.
The ten projects on display in the exhibition are intended to be thought-provoking
impulses for the ongoing discussion about the future sustainable development
within the region.

Exhibition: September 14 to October 6, 2017
Architecture Foyer, University of Liechtenstein

GREEN CARD
COMMUNITY

Further information: WWW.REGENERATIVE.LI
INSTITUTE FOR ARCHITECTURE
AND SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT

Social Awareness
Cooperation to spread the knowledge

Energy Awareness
Cunsuming less to live better

GREEN CARD COMMUNITY

Final project proposal Altair Cerda, Lukas Büdenbender, Alberto Del Castillo
Velasco, Francisco de Borja Castillo Alberola (SS17). Initial project idea: Anne-Mette
Lund Rasmussen, Kiera Conoley Hintze, Natasche Reimer Bradfield, Francisco de
Borja Castillo Alberola (SS16).
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In contact with nature
Mental Health
Body Health
Knowledge
Belonging
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Alberto Del Castillo Velasco
Green Community Permit Applicant

Commons

500 persons
Sharing common areas
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GREEN CARD

Foreigners to live in Liechtenstein

Space

These responsibilities hereby accepted are based on
the commitment to dedicate 20% of her/his working
hours in benefit of the community, 8 hours per week.
This work is divided into two parts, one related to food
production and the other to social development on
the community, and both of these tasks are elaborated
and divided by the administration department.
The community consists of a group of around 500
foreigners, who share a set of common spaces, and
work together in order to fulfil the responsibilities
of the whole community. Therefore, along with
the dedication hours described, some other
responsibilities are linked to this contract, which
define the wellbeing and proper function of the
community along with the use of the shared cars and
agricultural devices and the energy consumption,
which is reduced to 1000 Watt per day, involving
recycling of at least 70% of the waste produced.
Once everything above is clear and understood, the
contract has its valid from the date of its signature.

1 year
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Once in accordance with this basis of the community,
the members who signed the contract in exchange
for the Green Card enter a community that shares the
benefit of a set of communal areas and services, and
also shares responsibilities towards the regenerative
practices and guidelines of the contract.
Those guidelines are defined to keep the community.
running. Since one of the main focuses of the community is food production, each member has to work
on this behalf, which does not mean only working
on the cropland. All administrative issues, as well as
processing and distributing the production are also
part of the responsibilities of the food production.
Moreover, the community also demands social cooperation, with social work completing the work of
other members. The proposed communal life, the
designed participatory commitment, along with the
collaborative works, define the main characteristics of
the community. Thus, the idea of sharing, redistributing
and re-shaping resources extends further than its
spatial benefits, reaching the social sphere, enhancing
the regenerative aspect and development.
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CONTRACT
1 YEAR

20%

EC

• Transparency in public affairs, along with a clear and
democratic communication and cooperation inside
the community.
• The democracy between rights and duties.
• Modularity of spaces, responsibilities and functions,
in order to improve the land occupation as well as
the integration with other inhabitants of the country.
• The use of adapted sizes of structures to allow the
community to live with the smallest footprint possible
according to demand and to keep distances short.
• The graduated commitment to the community, on
a multiplicity of contributions towards a cognitive
diversity, allowing each member to fulfil a
contribution to the collective.

CONTRACT
This document states the benefits and responsibilities
to which you agree when signing the contract. The
contract is signed between the government of
Liechtenstein and a foreigner who holds a job position
in the country for undefined time. This contract is valid
for one year and can be renewed due to the proper
observance of the given responsibilities. Thereby the
government of Liechtenstein is the grantor of this
contract, and the foreigner is the grantee.
From the grantor: The grantor provides the benefit
of a Green Card for the grantee, allowing her/him to
live in Liechtenstein. The grantor benefits from the
grantee through the development of communities,
which promotes the regeneration of the country, as
established in the Manifesto. Therefore, through the
responsibilities established below, the communities
give a return to Liechtenstein by addressing existing
issues and enriching the living context.
From the grantee: The grantee receives the benefit
of the Green Card Community and a certain amount
of food produced by the community. By accepting
the responsibilities listed below, the grantee profits
from the residence permit and belonging to the
community. By signing this contract, the grantee
agrees to live in the assigned living unit and to
accomplish with the given responsibilities and a
specific amount of dedication hours towards the
community.

FITS

commons to spread knowledge promotes social
awareness; consuming less while sharing space
promotes energy awareness; sharing transportation
and ownership produces less traffic jams and
promotes transportation awareness; creating an
intimate relationship between people and land or
agriculture promotes food and natural awareness. This
project provides a significant shift towards energy,
food and space consumption, towards a communal
life and seeks to cultivate and spread a seed for a
regenerative Liechtenstein.
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The Green Community Card project suggests to
establish a shift towards a more sustainable and
integrated society in Liechtenstein. This shift is
developed based on local identity, current problems
and through the search for the essence of a proper
local identity. An identity that is deeply rooted in
the agricultural land and its communal life and
environment.
Due to the economic context, Liechtenstein is able
to offer a high number of jobs beyond its ability to
fill them, therefore a significant part of the labour
force is conformed by foreigners. However, this
nonnative labour force is not allowed to live in the
country, affecting Liechtenstein in four main aspects:
daily commutes, generates traffic jams, causes low
rates of land occupation with extensive use, and an
uneven balance between food production and import.
Addressing the residence permit issue, by developing
a new criterion that relates the grant of a residence
permit to food production and communal living, it is
possible to improve living quality in Liechtenstein and
approach the key aforementioned issues in the same
time. The creation of a community based on closed
resource circles and economies has the potential
to promote a mind shift towards regenerative
practices. This proposal creates awareness in a
macro perspective. Sharing versus soil consumption
promotes space awareness; cooperation and

THE GREEN CARD COMMUNITY OF LIECHTENSTEIN
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Regenerative Environments
Michael Wagner (lecturer)

REGENERATIVE.LI

Food Awareness
People and agriculture connected
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From the grantee

GREEN CARD COMMUNITY
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this contract, which define the wellbeing and proper function of the community along with
the use of the shared cars and agricultural devices and the energy consumption, which is
reduced to 1000 Watt per day, involving recycling of at least 70% of the waste produced.
25m2
Once everything above is clear and understood, the contract has its valid from the date of its
per User
signature.
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, 3rd of May 2017.

N COMMUNITY PERMIT

Job
Centers

food produced by the community. By accepting the responsibilities listed below, the grantee
profits from the residence permit and belonging to the community. By signing this contract,
the grantee agrees to live in the assigned living unit and to accomplish with the given
responsibilities and a specific amount of dedication hours towards the community.

1’000 Watt
Society

Vaduz, 3rd of May 2017.

Playground
MEMBER

MIGRATION OFFICE

GREEN COMMUNITY PERMIT

MEMBER

Daycare

MIGRATION OFFICE

Meetings

Commerce

Mediation
Excercise

Coworking

Companies
Shared
Transport

Local Food
Production

Cleaning

Ecological
Transport

New local identity
Social awareness

Library

Energy awareness

Offices

Sports

Liechtenstein

Mobility awareness

Eating

8 hours per
person per week
Organic production
Weekly basket
of fresh products
Local food
Direct control

25 m² per user

Shared amenities
1’000-Watt-society

8 hours per
person per week

Run by the community

Apartment towers

Housing

Creation of a
new community
Shared common places

Courtyard

Microcenters
Cooperation

Access to the
mountains

Community
Ground Floor

Excercise
Mind & Body balance

Urban
Farming

